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HeaH reop2Ue81
, CmerjjaH IllaHOtr, Heop l[anaH08 llpH

HOC B OUeHKe .llBH)I(eHHSI TeKTOHH'IeCKHX fiJlHT Ha OCHOBe 
rno6anhHoro reo.neJH'IecKoro pemeHHSI CLG98 ocHoaa
HO Ha Jia3epHhiX Ha6JIIO.lleHHH HC3. rno6anhHOe reo.ne-
3H'IeCKOe pemeHHe UeHTpanhHOH na6opaTopHB Bhicmeii 
reo.neJHH CLG98 ocHoaaHo Ha aHanHJe 650 200 Hop
MaJibHbrx TO'IeK crryrHHKa LAG EOS 1, noKphrBaJOmHX 
HHTepBanh 11 neT - c SIHBapSI 1984 ro.na no .neKa6pS1 1994 
ro.na. 06pa6oTKa Ha6nJO.neHHH H npoue.nypa aHaJIHJa 
6hiJIH BhmonHeHbi nporpaMMOH SLRP 3 .2, coJ.naRHOH 
UeHTpaJihHOH na6opaTopHeii Bhlcmeii reo,neJHH, a KO
Topoii 6hmH npHMeHeHhl caMhle nocne.llHHe Mo.nenH H 
KOHCTaHTbi, npHBO.llJIIIlHe K 6onee TO'IHOH OO:eHKe reo
.lle3H'IeCKHX H op6HTaJihHhfX napaMeTpoa. l>wnH onpe
.neneHbt pa3Hhle napaMeTphl: KOOp.llHHaT'bl H CKOpOCTH 
.llBH)I(eHHSI 60 OT,lleJlhHhfX CTaHUHH, HaXO.llSIIUHXCJI no 
BCeM}' JeMROMY mapy, opHeHTaUHSI 3eMJIH, .llJlHHa CYT
KH .llJlSI Tpex.nHeBHero HHTepBaJia, CeJieKTHpOBaHRhie 
KoJ«f>«f>HuHeHThl reonoTeHuHana, op6HTaJihHbie napaMe
Tphi H HeMo.nenHpoaannoe ycKopenHe CnyTHHKa. C.ne
naHa oueRKa peJyJihTaToB. CTpaTerHH H peJynhTaThl 
rno6anbHoro peweRH.R CLG98 o6cy)l(.llaJOTC)l B pa6oTe 
C OC06hJM BHHMaHHeM Ha llOJTyqeHHhle .llBH)I(eHH)l nJIHT. 
TeKTORH'IeCKHe pe3yJlhTaT'bl no OTHOWeHHIO K OCHOB
HhiM nJIHTaM CpaBHHBaJIHCh C fJI06aJibHOH MO.lleJlhlO 
NUVEL1A. 06cy)l(.neHbl TaK)I(e, BOJHHKaJOmHe npo6ne
Mhl npH rno6a.JThHhiX MOJleJISIX JlJISI OfiHCaHHSI fiOBe)leHH)l 
HeKOTOphiX perHOHOB, RanpKMep, Cpe.nHJeMROMopcKOH 
TeKTORH'IeCKOH CHCTeM'bl. 

Abstract. The Central Laboratory for Geodesy (CLG) Sat
ellite Laser Ranging (SLR) global geodetic solution 
CLG98 based on the analysis of 650 200 LAGEOS 1 sat
ellite normal points covered the data span of 11 years -
from January 1984 till December 1994 is presented. The 
data reduction and analysis procedure were made by the 
SLRP 3.2 software made in CLG using the most recent 
models and constants leading to reliable estimates of geo
detic and orbital parameters. A wide variety of parameters 
were derived: coordinates and site velocities of approxi
mately 60 globally distributed sites, earth orientation pa
rameters and length of the day at three day intervals, se
lected set of geopotential coefficients, orbit parameters 
and non -modelled acceleration of the satellite. Assess
ment of the results obtained are performed. In the paper 
we discuss the strategy and the results of the CLG98 glo
bal solution with emphasize on the plate tectonic motion 
derived. The tectonic results for the major plates and their 
comparison with the NUVEL1A global model are pre
sented. Tectonic results for the areas not suitably de
scribed by the global models, such as Mediterranean tec
tonic system, are also discussed. 
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Introduction 

The Central Laboratory for Geodesy (CLG) 
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) geodetic solution 

12 Geologica Balcanica, 3-4/2000 

- CLG98, is obtained by analyzing data to Laser 
GEOdynamic satellite (LAGEOS) I from the 
global network of tracking stations. The solution 
is based on the analysis of 650 200 LAGEOS I 
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normal points covered the data span of 11 years -
from January 1984 till December 1994. In this pa
per we discuss the strategy and the results of the 
CLG98 global solution with emphasize on the 
plate tectonic motion derived. 

Strategy and methodology 

The Satellite Laser Ranging Processor (SLRP) 
v3.1 software package for dynamic orbital anal
ysis and least-square parameter estimation de
veloped at the CLG (Georgiev, Kotzev, 1995) 
was used for the data processing. The data 
comprise observations from 65 worldwide dis
tributed laser sites. 

The reduction and analyzing procedure is di
vided in several stages: first, the normal points 
are fitted in 30/31 day arcs and monthly normal 
equations are build up for all the parameters to 
be estimated. Here, the arc-dependent parame
ters are eliminated. The monthly solutions are 
used for the data quality control. In the next 
stage the monthly normal equation are updat
ed and combined to form multiyear normal 
equations which are then inverted to yield esti
mates for the parameters of interest. 

The parameters solved for within the CLG98 
solution are listed in Table 1. Station positions 
of 65 and velocities of 55 laser sites are derived 
in the global solution (see below). 

Reference frames, constants 
and models 

The most recent models and constants (McCar
thy D., 1996) are adopted in the CLG98 solu
tion. Details are listed in Table 2. 

For the realization of a homogeneous global 
terrestrial reference frame, the Earth Orienta
tion Parameters (EOP) a-priori values from the 
IERS Bulletin Band a-priori Sets of Station Co
ordinates (SSC) from ITRF96 are used, following 
theiERS guidelines. The orientation is defined by 
ftxing the latitude of Haleakala (721 0) and the 
longitude and latitude of Greenbelt (71 05) and 
Matera (7939). The choice of the first two stations 
satisfies the minimal constraints for establishing a 
terrestrial reference frame. 

The two stations have also a high quality per
formance and dense SLR data. One more high 
quality station - Matera, is also ftxed to give 
more strength of the solution. 

The first 5 day values of UTI-UTC in each 
monthly arc are fixed at their IERS Bulletin B 
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Table 1 

Estimated parameters 

Dynamical frame: 

Terrestrial frame: 

Earth orientation: 
Others: 

Table 2 

Reference frames, 
constants and models 

Analyzed data set: 
Celestial reference 
frame: 
Nature: 
Definition of the 
orientation: 

Terrestrial reference 
frame: 
Velocity of light: 
GM 
Permanent tidal 
correction: 
Definition of origin: 
Definition of 
orientation: 

Reference epoch: 
Tectonic plate model: 
Constraint for time 
evolution: 

Earth orientation: 
A priori precession 

orbital state vector every 30(3I) 
days~ along track acceleration 
twice per arc. 
XO, YO, ZO, XDOT, 
YDOT, ZDOT 
x, y, UTI every 3 days 
solar radiation coefficient twice 
per arc; Love and Shida numbers; 
geogravitational parameter GM; 
selected set of I5 geopotential 
coefficients. 

Jan 84- Dec 94 

dynamical, Lageos 1 

by fixing each month the first 5 
day UTI values at IERS 
Bulletin B. 

sse ITRF96 
299 792 458 mfs 
3.986004418 1014 m3/s2 

not applied 
geocentric 

by fiXing the latitude of Hale
akala (72I 0) and longitude and 
latitude of Greenbelt (7I 05) 
and Matera (7939) at their 
ITRF96 values 
I993.0 
NNR-NUVEL-IA 

by adopting the NNR-NOVEL
lA rates for Haleakala (721 0) 
and Greenbelt (7I 05) 
a-priori IERS Bulletin B values 

model: IAU(I976) 
A priori nutation model: IAU(l980) + Herring I987 

corrections 
short period tidal 
variations in x, y, UTI : tidal variations in UTI caused 

by zonal tides with periods up 
to 35 days modelled according 
to IERS Standards 

values because of the satellite node and UTI 
high correlation. 

The kinematic reference frame is defined by 
adopting the NUVEL1A-NNR (DeMets C. et 
al., 1994) rates of the Haleakala (721 0) and 
Greenbelt (71 05) stations. The model is based 



Table 3 

Site 

1181 
1873 
1953 
7046 
7080 
7086 
7090 
7091 
7097 
7109 
7110 
7121 
7122 
7123 
7237 
7288 
7295 
7401 
7403 
7510 
7512 
7517 
7520 
7525 
7530 
7545 
7550 
7580 
7587 
7810 
7811 
7833 
7834 
7835 
7836 
7837 
7838 
7839 
7840 
7843 
7882 
7907 
7918 
7920 
7939 
8833 
8834 

Station Name 

Podsdam 
Simeis 
S. de Cuba 
Bear Lake 
F. Davis 
F. Davis 
Yarragadee 
Westford 
Easter Island 
Quincy 
M. Peak 
Huahine 
Nazatlan 
Huahine 
Changchun 
Goldstone 
Richmond 
C. Tololo 
Arequipa 
As kites 
Katavia 
Roumelli 
Karitsa 
Xrisokalaria 
Bar Gjyyora 
Cagliari 
Trieste 
Melengiclick 
Yigilca 
Zimmerwald 
Borowiec 
Kootwijk 
Wettzell 
Grasse 
Potsdam 
Shanghai 
Simosato 
Graz 
Herstmonseux 
Canbera 
C.S.Lucas 
Arequipa 
Washington 
Washington 
Matera 
Kootwijk 
Wettzell 

on analysis of global ocean spreading rates, 
transform fault systems and earthquake slip 
vectors averaged over 3 Ma. The No Net Rota
tion (NNR) frame within which these motions 
are placed is defined mathematically in such a 
way, that there is no uniform net rotation re
maining in the integrated sense. The use of this 
sites are viable because each of them is central
ly located on a major tectonic plate and their 
geologically predicted motions are very close to 
their ITRF96 derived estimates. 

All the other parameters undergo uncon
strained free adjustment. 

Occupation period 

1984-1992 
1989-1994 
1988-1994 
1990-1991 
1988-1994 
1984-1988 
1984-1994 
1988-1990 
1987-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1986 
1984-1993 
1987-1993 
1991-1994 
1988-1991 
1988-1994 
1984-1991 
1990-1994 
1986-1992 
1986-1992 
1986-1992 
1986-1989 
1986-1994 
1986-1994 
1985-1994 
1986-1986 
1987-1992 
1987-1992 
1984-1994 
1988-1994 
1984-1984 
1984-1991 
1984-1994 
1993-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1994 
1984-1994 
1988-1994 
1984-1992 
1990-1992 
1989-1990 
1984-1994 
1984-1990 
1991-1994 

Plate 

Eurasia 
Eurasia 
N. America 
N. America 
N. America 
N. America 
Australia 
N. America 
Nazca 
N. America 
N. America 
Pacific 
N. America 
Pacific 
Eurasia 
N. America 
N. America 
S. America 
S. America 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Africa 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Australia 
Pacific 
S. America 
N. America 
N. America 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 
Eurasia 

Assessment of the results 

All the input data are weighed by a unit weight. 
It implies that the root-mean-square (rms) of 
the residuals of the arc solutions (orbital fit) 
can be considered as an average measure of 
how the calculated ranges differ from the ob
served ones. The time series of the monthly 
quantities of our orbital fit reflect also the im
provement of the laser tracking systems in time: 
starting from values of about 10 em at the be
ginning of the period, they reduces to a few cen
timeters for the last months (Fig. I) 
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Fig. 2. Pole residuals with respect to their IERS a priori values 

The rms of the postfit residuals over the entire 
data span is 11 em, mainly because of the contri
bution of the beginning of the data span, indicat
ing the good quality of the global solution. 

Earth orientation parameters have formal 
uncertainties of approximately 0.3 - 0.4 mas 
(milli arc seconds) level and 0.01 - 0.02 ms 
(milliseconds) for the length of the day. A good 
assessment of the accuracy of the global solu
tion is the comparison between our EOP esti
mates and their a priori values - Fig. 2. The dif
ferences shown on the figure are small on aver
age and are also an indication about the solu
tion quality. 

In Table 3, the starting and ending dates for 
each laser site are shown. It is useful, compar-

Table 4 

Transformation parameters from CLG98 to ITRF96 

R I I R2 I R3 I S.IO·· I T I I T 2 I T, 

-0.48 -2.32 -0.65 -2.0 -4.2 1.8 -5.1 
±1.11 ±1.17 ±0.97 +4.0 ±2.9 ±2.7 +2.7 
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ing with the whole period analyzed, for the 
evaluation of the reliability of the station posi
tion and especially, the station velocity esti
mates. There are no velocity estimates for a few 
stations because of their poor data quality, but 
mainly because of their much sparse data. 

To assess the consistency of the CLG98 global 
set of station coordinates with the a priori refer
ence frame a seven parameter transformation, 
three rotations, three translations and a scale fac
tor, between them has been applied (Table 4). The 
last row show the uncertainties associated with 
the estimates. Small values of the parameters are 
indication for a good consistency and accuracy of 
the CLG98 global solution. 

Tectonic results 

On the subsequent maps all thick black vectors 
with associated 3cr ellipses represent the 
CLG98 velocitiy estimation. The light vectors 
represent the motions for the sites as given by 
the NUVEL1A geological model. The plate 
boundaries are plotted with solid lines. 
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Fig. 3. North America and Pacific absolute motions 

North America and Pacific 

The velocities of 10 sites are plot~ed on Fig. 3, 
representing the motion of the eastern part of 
the Pacific and North America plates. Two 
sites, Cabo S. Lucas and Monument Peak, are 
located to the west of the Pacific-N. America 
plate boubdary (the San Andreas Fault) and 
their motion is in a good agreement with that 
expected from NUVELlA. It is clearly seen 
that the two sites belong to the Pacific plate, 
while the other three - Mazatlan, Goldstone 
and Quincy, located to the east of the bound
ary, lie on the N. America plate. Their motions 
are mainly North American but are obviously 
affected (in a similar way) by the closeness of 
the boundary assuming that it is a boundary 
zone rather than a single fault. 

Eastward, the F. Davis (McDonald Observa
tory) station shows a very good agreement with 
geological prediction and represent the conti
nental motion of N. America. 

Along the east coast, the sites Richmond, 
Washington (Maryland) and Westford are situat
ed. The Richmond station velocity differs from 
the other two apparently because of the not so ex
tensive tracking history of this site. The station 
Greenbelt has only a NUVEL1A velocity as it 
serves for the definition of the reference frame. 

The comparison with the recent plate tecton
ic results derived mainly from earthquake focal 
mechanisms (Le Pichon et al., 1973) shows that 
the Mazatlan and Cabo San Lucas stations are 
located in the vicinity of the triple junction of 
the Pacific, North America and Cocos plates. 
In the zone of this triple junction, a small Riv
era plate is located with motion, still not com
pletely clear, in north-east direction with azi
muth N 39° and 6.4 cmfy in magnitude. As a 
whole, the results presented are in agreement 
with the right lateral strike-slip motions along 
the San Andreas fault system. 

The Santiago Cuba laser site is located very 
near to the border of the North America and 
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Fig. 4. Nazca and South America absolute motions 

Caribbean plates where the Kaiman trough left 
lateral strike-slip motions are revealed and the 
border are accepted to be a transform fault (Le 
Pichon et al., 1973). The site location is such 
that its motion can hardly be accepted as typi
cal for each one of the plates. 

Nazca and South America 

There are three stations plotted on Fig. 4. One 
of them resides on one of the fastest moving 
plates - the Nazca plate. According to Le Pi
chon et al. (1973), the Nazca plate velocity near 
the south Chile and north Peru riffies is about 
8.7- 8.8 cmfy. The CLG98 estimate is general
ly in good agreement with the NUVELlA mod
el. The motion is slightly slower and approxi
mately 4 degrees northward. 

The motions of the two sites in South Ameri
ca, Cero Tololo and Arequipa, differ signifi
cantly from the predicted ones. The possible 
explanation is that both sites are located near 
the collision zone where Nazca subducts very 
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fast under South America. Thus, their motion 
does not represent the motion of the South 
America plate. 

Pacific, Australia 
and eastern part of Eurasia 

The Pacific plate is separated from the Indian 
one by long and complicated system of destruc
tive and constructive borders passing through 
the Indian, Antarctic and Pacific triple junction 
and reaching the Philippine, Indian and Pacific 
triple junction near New Guinea. All attempts 
of classic plate tectonics to derive the relative 
velocities of the plates in the region have been 
unsuccessful (Le Pichon et al., 1973). From this 
point our results and their comparison with 
NUVELlA predicted motions can reveal some 
of the problems. 

Collision of Eurasia and Philippine plates re
sulted in north - north-west motion of the 
Philippine plate which is subducted beneath 
Eurasia (or Chinese plate separated in this part 
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Fig. 5. East Eurasia, Australia and Pacific absolute motions 

of the continent according to Le Pichon et al., 
1973). This north- north-west motion is high
ly correlated· with the main normal stress direc
tions obtained by tectonic methods and earth
quakes focal mechanisms (Angelier et al., 
1982). According to Angelier et al. (1982), the 
Philipine motion is in the north- north-west 
direction with azimuth between 120 and 150 
degrees. 

Seven SLR stations are plotted on the Fig. 5, 
three of them - Changchun, Simosato and 
Shanghai reside on the Eurasian plate. 

The Changchun estimated motion is unreli
able because of its too short history andfor its 
noisy data as indicated by the error ellipse and 
do not allow us to draw inferences. 

The Simosato SLR site shows no statistically 
significant motion. The fact is obviously con
nected with the motion of the Philippine plate 
in the east/northeast direction and its collision 
with the Eurasian plate. The velocity of Simo
sato relative to Eurasia is of a magnitude of 
about 25-30 mm in the north/northwest direc-

tion indicating the significance of tectonic pro
cesses taking place in the zone of collision of 
the two plates. 

The Shanghai motion derived from our anal
ysis is in a good agreement with the predicted 
one, a little less in magnitude. The station obvi
ously pertain to the Eurasian plate but it can 
not be excluded that its motion is affected by 
the collision process. 

The two stations located in Australia (Can
berra and Yarragadee) exhibit motions with a 
good agreement with the NUVEL1A model. 
The Y arragadee station on the southeast Aus
tralian coast shows a little discrepancy in mag
nitude and a few degrees to the west in motion 
as compared to the model. 

The two stations situated on the Pacific plate 
are Maui, Hawaii, and Huahine, French 
Polynesia. Our estimate of the Maui velocities 
is in a good agreement with their modelled ve
locities. But as we use this station for defining 
the reference frame, constraining its latitude to 
ITRF96 value, only the NUVEL1A velocities 
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are plotted here. The motion of the other sta
tion, Huahine, is in a good agreement with the 
model one. 

The Europe motion 

We can say that in general the motion of the 
SLE sites in Europe exhibit a good agreement 
with the NUVELIA model. Many stations in 
the western and in the central part of Europe 
have a long tracking history and are equipped 
with a high quality SLR tracking systems (Her
stmonceux, Zimmerwald, Wettzell, Graz, Mat
era). This leads to precise velocity estimations. 
The precision of a few stations is degraded by 
noisy or sparse data. The exceptions are sites 
located in the southeastern part of Europe -
Greece and Turkey (see below). The European 
motion is in order of magnitude of about 25-30 
mmfy in the northeast direction and we can say 
that there are not intraplate deformations in its 
western and central part (Fig. 6). 

Bar Giyyora station plotted on the same fig
ure belongs to the African plate and its motion 
is not so close to the predicted one, obviously 
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because it is located in the vicinity of the Dead 
Sea fault. 

As a whole, the problem associated with the 
Europe motion is that the well documented ori
entation of the recent tectonic maximum stress 
field is trending in the north-west - south-east 
directions (Becker, Paladini, 1990), i.e. approx
imately perpendicular to the general direction 
of motion. This have to be analyzed in the fu
ture taking into account that the stress evalua
tions were made in another scale and reflect the 
processes in the most upper part of the Earth's 
crust. 

Eastern Mediterranean 

Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East re
gions have been identified as an ideal laborato
ry to study the kinematics and dynamics of 
plate interactions (Plag et al., 1998). In this area 
all the estimated motions are in a great extend 
different from the NUVEL1A predictions (Fig. 
6). Seven SLR sites are plotted on the Fig. 7 
along with the tectonic settings according to 
McKenzie (1972), Jackson, McKenzie (1988), 
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Fig. 7. Eastern Mediterranean motion relative to Eurasia 

Reilinger et al. (1997): solid lines are strike-slip 
faults; ticked lines are normal faults with ticks 
on the downthrown block; lines with triangles 
are thrust faults with triangles on the overriding 
block. The motions shown are relative to the 
ftxed Eurasian plate to get better understanding 
for the deformation in the region. 

The tectonics in the Eastern Mediterranean is 
dominated by the collision of Eurasia, Africa 
and .Arabia plates and two microplates -Ana
tolian and Aegean (McKenzie, 1972; Jackson, 
McKenzie, 1988). The NUVELIA model sug
gests that Arabian plate is moving in a north
northwest direction relative to Eurasia with 
about 25 mmfy resulting in westward extrusion 
of the Anatolian microplate. The African plate 
is moving in a northward direction relative to 
Eurasia with a rate of about 10 mmfy. The lead-

13 Geologica Balcanica, 3-412000 

ing edge of the African plate is subducted along 
the Helenic arc with a higher rate than the plate 
is moving (Reilinger, 1995). 

According McKenzie (1972) and Jackson, 
McKenzie (1988) proposed tectonic framework 
the Anatolian microplate moves westward from 
the zone of intensive convergence in eastern 
Turkey. They also proposed the existence of the 
Aegean microplate that moves faster than Ana
tolian in the southwest direction. 

Our SLR derived velocities of the sites locat
ed in the region are well fitted to the simplified 
tectonic model described above. The Yigilca 
station located to the north of the NAF is obvi
ously on the Eurasia plate which is decoupled 
from Anatolia plate along the right lateral 
strike-slip North Anatolian fault. Not so clear 
is the Askites site location. The station shows a 
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southeast motion of about 10 mmfy and no in
ferences can be drawn except that the site is in 
the transition zone between the Aegean and 
Eurasian plates. The Karitsa velocities are sta
tistically insignificant and suggest no motion 
witt) respect to Eurasia. 

One station on the Anatolian plate, Melegi
click, moves southward with a rate of 20 mmfy. 
The two station located close to the Helenic arc, 
Xrisokelaria and Roumeli, show southwest mo
tion with a rate of 30 mmfy. Only Katavia shows 
no such fast motion relative to Eurasia, may be 
due to some mismodelling of the station be
haivour. The three station motions confirm the 
hypothesis of the existence of an Aegean micro
plate spreading on the undergoing African plate 
(Reilinger, 1997; Bianco, 1998). Our results, to
gether with GPS results (McClusky et al., 1999) 
along the Hellenic arc tindicate increasing mo
tions toward the arc, suggesting that thiese mo
tions are conducted both by westward displace
ment and counterclockwise rotation of the Ana
tolia plate and subduction of the African plate 
along the Hellenic subduction zone. 
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Comparisons with other 
space geodetic results 

Comparisons with SLR results 

The first quantitative evidences for the tectonic 
plate motion came from the SLR data analysis 
(see for example Christoulidis et al., 1985) in 
the early 80s. Since then with dencification of 
the SLR network and growth of the precision of 
the SLR equipment a number of global analysis 
have been reported and a few SLR analysis 
group provided their results on a regular basis 
every year to the International Earth Rotation 
Service (IERS). The great contribution of the 
SLR derived results to the Earth's sciences led 
to the establishing in the 1997 of the Interna
tional SLR Service (ILS). Since mid 80s plate 
motion in eastern Mediterranean have been ex
tensively measured with permanent and mobile 
tracking platforms and a number of analysis 
have been reported, e.g. by Smith et al. (1994); 
Noomen et al. (1993); Le Pichon et al. (1995); 
Bianco et al. (1998). 
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Fig. 8. Comparison between CLG98 and ITRF96 combined velocities in Europe 
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Comparing our plate motion results we can 
say that there is a very good agreement with 
other SLR derived rates. Fig. 8 represents a 
comparison between our velocity estimates and 
combined ITRF96 velocities in Europe, ob
tained by combination of velocities from all 
space geodetic techniques - Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI), GPS, SLR and Doppler 
Orbit determination and Radiopositioning In
tegrated on Satellite (DORIS), (Boucher, C. et 
al., 1997). 

Comparisons with GPS results 

The major improvements on high-accuracy ap
plications of GPS (Global Positioning System) 
due to a global coverage of the IGS (Interna
tional GPS Service) network; a new generation 
of equipment (receivers and antennas) and 
model improvements have a great impact on 
tectonic studies using GPS techniques. The rel
atively low-cost and high precision positioning 
with GPS permits the spatial densification re
quired to study adequately the complex tecton
ic interactions (Plag et al., 1998). 

Since 1986 a great efforts have been done for 
the tectonic studies especially in the eastern 
Mediterranean in the frame of a number of 
projects (Plag et al., 1998). Tectonic results 
have been reported, e.g. by. Bianco et al. (1998), 
McClusky et al. (2000), Noomen et al. (1996), 
Oral et al. (1995), Reilinger et al. (1997), Smith 
et al. (1994). 

On Fig. 7 the light vectors represent the GPS 
GAMITfGLOBK solution derived at the MIT 
for the reriod 1988-1997 for sites extended from 
the Caucasus mountains to the Adriatic sea 
(McClusky et al., 2000). As one can see from 
the figure the agreement between fully indepen
dent solutions, obtained from different space 
techniques, are very good. 

Conclusions 

The rapid growth of the satellite geodesy in the 
last two decades make it a very useful tool for 
study the recent plate tectonics from global to 
local scale. The kinematic results provided not 
only by SLR but from GPS and VLBI made a 
great contribution for the recent kinematic and 
dynamic behaviour of the tectonic systems, es
pecially in the areas of high geodynamic inter
est and seismic hazard, located usually at the 
borders of the major plates- such as the Med
iterranean area. The reliability of satellite geod
esy results together with geological and geo-

physical studies are very powerful for revealing 
the nature and driving forces of the recent plate 
tectonics and testing the different geodynamic 
hypotheses. This is valid especially for the areas 
with complicated geodynamic settings, for ex
ample, to clarify the still opening problems re
garding the Eurasia and Africa interactions, 
question very close connected with the Bulgar
ian territory, too. 

The results presented are one additional con
firmation of some of the principles of the plate 
tectonics concept. The SLR high precision 
technology for plate motion recovery of the 
major Earth's plates contributes for the reeval
uation of some plate velocities, given by the 
NUVELIA geological model. But, as a whole, the 
presented solution confirmed the NUVEL1 A 
derived velocities and directions. The compari
son of our plate motion recovery with the wide
ly applied GPS technology for the Eastern 
Mediterranean shows similar results. 
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